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EDITORAL 

 

In this issue I must introduce myself and the team which is to produce  

future bulletins. From now on it is a team effort.  I will be acting  

as editor, Paul North will be typing the stencils, Keith Moore will do  

the reproduction and John Luft will despatch the completed magazine to  

you.  However I will carry the can so if things go wrong or you think  

they should be changed it is me you should shout at. (I will listen).  

In taking over the editorship I must take the opportunity to thank  

Michael Rucklidge for his sterling work as temporary editor during the 

interegnum.  Well done Michael and thank you from all the members. 

 

 

As this is my first issue I will afford myself the luxury of an extended 

editorial piece. In future issues I will restrict myself to a few words.  

In fact I hope that in future there will be no room for an extended  

editorial.  This is your magazine, not mine, and I hope to see a flood  

of articles and letters from our members to fill it. 

 

 

I am always willing to receive articles on any topic of interest to  

members of the Society so if you have information on any aspect of our 

hobby think about writing it down for the interest of others. Your  

pieces can be long or short.  All will be welecome.  Another way you can 

contribute is to provide a snipet of information for the membership.  

This need only be a few lines, reporting some discovery or a comment. 

We will also publish calls for information or help (and hopefully answers from 

other members). 

 

 

In an effort to extract copy from reluctant authors I am introducing 

a new feature in this issue and hope that it will become permanent as  

readers provide copy for future similar articles.  We have many members.  

All have perfin collections and most will have a specialized interest. 
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EDITORIAL (cont.) 

 

I am suggesting that each member (yes all of you) write a short piece 

recording their collections and interests.  These will be published  

bi-monthly as space permits so that eventually everybody will know of 

everyones interests. In this way I hope that members with similar  

interests will get together and pool expertise, and that members who  

encounter a problem will know where to look for advice in specialized  

fields.  To start the ball rolling I have produced the first of the  

series elsewhere in this issue.  It is not copyright and no objections  

will be made if members copy it inserting their own interests, but it  

would be more interesting in your own words. 

 

 

Contributions and copy should be sent tc me at the editorial address  

(above). I would prefer to receive copy in type script if possible but  

hand written contributions are also welcome if you cannot produce type  

script, but please write clearly. 

 

 

That is all for this issue, so if you do not want me to go on like  

this in every issue you must provide sufficient copy to force me off  

the page.  The solution is in your hands. 

 

Editor 

 

 

QUERY 

 

The perfin Dr J/Co (cat no D421) is stated to be "Dr Jaeger's  

Sanitary Woollen Co Ltd". I have come across it on a small piece 

with, under the stamp (QV 3d Jubilee issue) 

. . . . PHONE No. 2482 . . .  

. . . . em Co., Ld . . .  

Why "em" and not, as I would expect, "en"?  Any suggestions? 

 

J M Rucklidge 
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SECRETARY'S REPORT 

 

This year has been a very sad one for the Society with the tragic  

death of Ron Bowman whom we shall continue to miss for many years  

to come.  We have also lost Keith Rymer Young, an ex-President and  

Dave Stump of the American Perfin Club. 

These losses apart the Society is in a very healthy state. 

Partly as a result of the publicity in the philatelic press there is  

no dcubt that interest in perfins is both more widespread than was  

suspected (at least by me) and growing.  We have been "full up" at  

the agreed limit of 175 for most of the year and have a waiting list  

of more than a dozen.  This in spite of the usual number of lapsed  

members who just did not pay their subscriptions. 

 

 

The London meeting in November was the usual success and it was good 

to see some new faces (not that we don't like the old ones! 

A new institution was a provincia1 meeting in Sheffield in May which  

was well attended and (so I am told) enjoyable. It is proposed to  

extend these at different venues, the first being at David Scott's  

home in Birmingham which will be history when you read this. Others 

are proposed in Cheadle and Cambridge provided enough of you are interested.  

 

J M Rucklidge 

Hon Secretary 

 

CHANGES OF ADDRESS 

 

Manthorpe Mrs P A   Coxford, Brom Way, Weybridge, Surrey 

Selby S A      9 Main Street, Burton Joyce, Nottingham NG14 5DX 

Wright Miss N K    24A Springhill Park, Killiney, Co Dublin, Eire 

Stockton P S     52 Aldwyn Cresccnt, Hazel Grove, Stockport  

SK7 5HU 
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TREASURER’S REPORT 

 

As you will see from the accounts our financial position continued to 

be healthy.  Bulletin expenses have been abnormally high owing to the 

difficulties in the second half of the year.  They should be rather less  

in the coming year (if the Post Office does not increase their charges to 

much).  The sale of publications has been very good, to a considerable  

extent because of the demand for catalogues from non-members and prospective 

members.  The auction and sales packet continue to yield welcome income  

and we are very grateful to Peter Day and Brian Birch for their efforts.  

The sale of the collections of Ron Bowman and Keith Rymer Young through  

the auction mechanism will yield a considerable amount for the Society  

in the coming year.  We now have a useful amount available for a new  

project on the lines of the Tilles catalogue or Ron Bowman's Railway Book.  

All we need is someone willing to take on the work. 

 

For the benefit of new members (and perhaps older ones too!): 

 

(a) remittances are not normally acknowledged except by the enclosure 

of a membership card in the next bulletin.  

(b) postage stamps cannot be accepted. 

(c) subscriptions should be sent to the TREASURER -- if sent elsewhere  

it means more work for the other official and more expense for the  

Society. 

(d) cheques and postal orders should be made payable to "SEPS". 

(e) overseas members are reminded that bank notes (Sterling or other),  

international money orders or sterling cheques are preferable to  

cheques in local currency - the latter bear a substantial collection  

charge and only the nett receipts are credited. We have GIRO account   

- number 62 723 8408 - but this is only available in the UK and  

Europe. 

J M Rucklidge 

Hon Treasurer 
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SECURITY END0RSEMENT & PERFIN SOCIETY OF G.B. 

 

Income & Expenditure Account for year ended 31st August 1982 

 

80/81     Income     £      Expenditure   £    80/81 

433   Subscriptions    545   Bulletin       574   371 

 71   Publications     165   Officers' Expenses   48    17 

132   Auction        59   Meeting        12    12 

 -    Sales Packet      60   BPF Subscription    11    8 

 27   Building Society    27   Miscellaneous     37    - 

Surplus       174   255 

663             856             856   663  

 

 

 

 

Balance Sheet 

 

Liabilities     £    Assets        £ 

Balance at 1.9.81   743   Duplicator at cost  36 

Less depreciation   35 

 1  

 

  Surplus       174   Premium Bonds    150 

Building Society   316 

Cash & Bank     685 

917 1152  

Less advance 

subscriptions    235  

917 

 

J M Rucklidge  

Hon Treasurer 
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LONDON METING 

 

Our usual London meeting will be on Saturday 20th November from 2 p.m.  

onwards. The venue will be the new B.P.F. premises at 314 Vauxhall Bridge 

Road, which is very near Victoria Station.  It is on the second floor  

above the Italian restaurant and wine bar "Il Portico". 

 

 

We apologise for the late notice of this.  The B.P.F. only moved in  

early September (the move from the Liberal Club having been on the cards  

for years now) and until this was definite we were not certain that a  

meeting would be possible or where it would be. 

 

 

Do try to come: it's enjoyable, informative and quite informal. 

Don't forget that some of our officers travel from as far afield as  

Liverpool and Sheffield.  It's your chance to air your views as to what  

we should be doing as well as meeting your fellow collectors. 

 

 

THE REGISTRY OF BUSINESS NAMES (cont) 

This new identity was reported in Issue 200. Member Dr R W Powell has  

reported an earlier use on KGV 5/- (SG 451) dated 4th March 1939.  

I can also add that rather than the single die I reported I now think  

that there were at least three different dies used and that all dies  

were in use for the whole period. Any further information regarding  

early and late dates (range is now 1939 to 1963) or photocopies of  

examples would be welcome at the editorial address. 

 

Tony Edwards 
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MEMBERS INTERESTS NO 1 

 

This is the first of a series of articles (if you send any more in)  

which are intended to inform the members of each others interests.  

Addresses are not published, but should you want to contact the writers  

use the address on the membership list or write c/o the Editor. 

 

 

GB OFFICIAL PERFINS (Members Name  ...... Tony Edwards) 

 

I have a specialized collection of GB pre-decimal stamps and my perfin 

collection is one of a nunber of side lines to that collection.  I have 

a number of (mostly early) perfins which are not worth calling a collection, 

more of an incomplete accumulation.  However I have developed an interest  

in GB stamps which have been perfined by central Government Departments, 

probably as a reaction to Stanley Gibbons Catalogues off-hand rejection  

of them.  I am interested both in examples (I may buy your excess examples)  

and in any articles refering to this area of study. I would be pleased  

to contact any members interested in this field and to receive information 

regarding the existance of such stamps in mothers collections or elsewhere. 

Also if anyone has, or knows of, any articles on the subject I would be  

pleased to know of them.  I will refund postage and pay the cost of 

photocopying, but drop me a line before making copies of long articles  

as I may already have them. 

 

LIBRARY DONATION 

 

Tord Lagerwall has donated a copy of his article entitled "A little about 

official perfins" to the library. The article was published in Swedish  

in "Svensk Filatelistish Tidskrift" of May 1982.  An English translation  

will be made available in the library as soon as possible. 
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PERFIN PRICES   collated by Brian Birch 

 

From "The Auctions Tell You" by P Ibbotson, Philatelic Magazine. 

 

Feb 1982 90 (5) 311-313 (Robson Lowe) 

Australia     Perforated OS : 1913 large OS £2 black & rose misplaced 

roo (shown on p 311) . . . . . . . . . . . Realised  £360 

"      Study of the VG perfin 1937-76 (Est £30) 

. . . . . . . . . .   Realised  £52 

 

(Sotherby’s) 

 

Australia     1913 Kangaroo ½ to 2/- & £1 (shown on p 313) 

Perf large OS, original gum . . . . . . .  Realised  £575 

"      1927 Canberra brownish lake perf O.S. o.g. & used 

                     . . . . . . .   Realised   £16 

 

Mar 1982 90 (6) 377-379 (North West Philatelic Auctions) 

Australia    1915-28 Kangaroo 10/- perf OS u . . . . .  Realised   £18 

(Phillips) 

Australia    1918-20 1d deep red die 1 perf "OS" . . .   Realised   £10 

 

Apr 1982 90 (7) 443-445 (Robson Lowe) 

Great Britain   1883-84 on white 5/- rose (LB) 

Perfined crown/OS used . . . . . . . . . . Realised   £23 

 

May 1982 90 (8) 505 (Robson Lowe) 

A. Australia   A collection of perfins (6 x "A", 11 x "OS", 

71 x "SA" and 55 private types)on a variety of 

values mostly used (Est £35) . . . . . . .  Realised  £60 
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PERFIN PRICES (cont) 

 

June 1982 90 (9) 565-567 (Cavendish Philatelic Auctions} 

 

Australia    1915-28 10/- SG43a perf OS u. . . . . .    Realised £17.50 

(North Western Philatelic Auctions) 

 

Australia     1915-28 10/- perf OS u . . . . . . . . .  Realised £15.50 

(Phillips) 

 

Canada      1937-48 2 x 2c, 5c, 3 x 10c and 13 x $1 

Perf OHMS u on large piece . . . . . . .   Realised £15 

 

July 1982 90 (10) 617-619 (North West Philatelic Auctions) 

Canada      1937-39 Postage and air set complete mint 

Perfined O.H.M.S.  . . . . . . . . . . .   Realised £39 
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PERFINS ABSTRACTS     September, 1982 
0837  continued 

The American Philatelic Society won't perfin stamps that  
they are sent, with their perfin APS. However, they have made  
available a small number of perfinned 7.7c coil stamps to  
Floyd Walker -who will distribute them to Perfins Club members. 
(Complete) 
 
0838  Take another look.., at your U.S. perfins  

Rickard, H. 
Perf. Bull., Feb. 1981, 34, (2), 11-12 
Many U.S. perfins exist which differ marginally from each  

other and yet it is not known whether the differences are due  
to the existence of two dies or other reasons such as paper  
shrinkage. Various anomalies are shown and. discussed. 
 
0839  Latvian update 

Jaskovskis, R. &. Petrevics, A. 
Perf. Bull., Feb. 1981, 34, (2), 15 
Further to the article on Latvian perfins published in  

the April 1980 Ferfins Bulletin, the perfin S&L has been  
identified as belonging to Skeiner & Lemmerich of Riga and a  
new perfin C.B. has been found. 
 
0840  Hong Kong & Shanghai Bank 

Walker, F.A. 
Perf. Bull., Feb. 1981, 34, (2), 15 
The perfin HS/BC (cat. H-171) on U.S. stamps is not  

positively identified but is thought to be from the Hong Kong  
and Shanghai Bank which used similar patterns in many countries 
throughout the world. 
 
0841  PPI/ECo survey 

Savadge, D. 
Perf. Bull., Feb. 1981, 34, (2), 15 
The U.S. perfin PPI/ECo (cat. p-188) was used by the  

Panama Pacific International Exposition Company. A list of  
the stamps (according to Scott number) on which this perfin  
is known is given. 
 
0842  St. Joseph perfins 

Walker, F .P. 
Perf. Bull., Feb. 1981, 34, (2), 15 
The author believes that the unidentified U.S. perfins  

CDS (cat. C-107) and TLB (cat. T-64) were used by the C.D.  
Smith Drug Company and the Tottle Lacy National bank  
respectively, both of St. Joseph, Missouri. Although he has  
no covers to prove this the author can remember soaking these  
perfins off cover in his youth. 
 
0843  Who says there's been no research in Latin America?  

Roy, R. 
Perf. Bull., Feb. 1981, 34, (2), 16 
The state of knowledge of Latin American perfins is  

outlined. Examples of information that has recently come to  
light regarding the perfins of Peru and Argentina is given. 
 
0844  Let's get to know each other better 

Walker, F.A. 
Perf. Bull., Feb. 1981, 34, (2), 17 
A short biographical sketch of Perfins Bulletin editor,  

Floyd Walker, 
149 
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PERFINS ABSTRACTS     September, 1982 
 
0845  Union Trading Company of Hong Kong perfin*  

Ehrbar, J.P. 
Perf. Bull., Feb. 1981, 34, (2), 18 
A cover from the union Trading Company of Hong Kong  

is shown bearing four examples of their perfin UT/Co. 
 
0846  Cover corner 

Needham, J.L. 
Perf. Bull., Feb. 1981, 34, (2), 19 
An F.D.C. of test German Europa stamp perfinned TOKYO/1964  

is shown with the note that nothing is known of this perfin. 
 
0847  Classification and prices of Australian official perfins  

Van Lint, V. J. 
Victor J. Van Lint, Fontana, California, n.d., pp.12 
The title of this catalogue is somewhat misleading as 

it includes all Australasian official perfins. As well as  
mainland Australia, it covers New South Wales, North West  
Pacific Islands, Papua, South Australia, Tasmania, Victoria 
and Western Australia. Tables of prices are given to 
compare the values of the perfins published by various sources - 
Billig, Michel, Yvert & c. 
 
0848  List of the perfins of the Netherlands 

Van Lint, V.J., Smith, H., Pieterse Jr., W.J.,  
Enschede, E.J. & Yrajenbrink, J. 
Bibliographic details unknown, c.1957, pp.24 
This catalogue of Dutch perfins lists 611 perfins, of  

which 378 have identities. Following the main alphabetical  
list is an appendix giving a detailed listing of the perfins  
found on the syncopated perforation (Poko) coil stamps. 
 
0849  Great Southern & Western Railway 

Wright, N. R. 
S.E.P.S. Bull., Mar./Apr. 1981, (192), 2 
A perforating machine manufactured for the Great  

Southern & Western Railway by Joseph Sloper has been located.  
It perforates the letters GS/WR through two stamps at a time.  
Although the two dies are similar to known GS/WR perfins, they  
have not yet been found on stamps. 
 
0850  Perfins of Romania 

Maxa, V. 
Vojtech Maxa, Prague, n.d., pp.19 
This catalogue illustrates all known Rumanian perfins 

and identifies 38 of them. 
 
0851  Perfins of Hungary 

Maxa, V. 
Vojtech Maxa, Prague, n.d., pp.20 
This catalogue illustrates all known Hungarian perfins  

and identifies 62 of them.  
0852  How the perfin handbook works 

Tomasson, G.D. 
BNA Perf., Oct. 1980, 1, (9), 1-2 
There have been three editions of the British North  

America Philatelic Society publication "Canadian stamps with  
perforated initials". None of these editions explained  
fully the abbreviations and symbols used, a defect which is  
remedied in this article. In particular, the explanation of  
the revenue stamp abbreviations is most helpful. 

150 
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PERFINS ABSTRACTS     September, 1982 
0853  Official perfins 

BNA Perf., Oct. 1080, 1, (9), 2 
An earlier article (0782) proposed that there were four  

categories of official perfins in Canada:- Federal Officials;  
Federal Departmental Officials; Provincial Officials &  
Provincial Departmental Officials. Based on the response  
from members following, the earlier articles, the BNAPS Perfin  
Study Group have accepted these categories. 
 
0854  The "Clock system" of perfin positions  

BNA Perf., Oct. 1980, 1, (9) , 2 
In view of the responses received to an earlier proposal  

(0811) regarding a novel system of relating the perfin position  
to the stamp, it has been decided by the Perfin Study Group to  
adopt the "clock system". 
 
0855  New Canadian perfin:- FEE/+/S* 

BNA Perf., Oct. 1980, 1, (9), 2 
F.E. Eaton &. Sons of Canada have recently purchased a  

perforator from J. Sloper & Co. to perfin their stamps  
FEE/+/S. 
 
0856  Perfin No. C-12 - International Harvester Co. of Canada  

Ltd. (Belleville, Ont.) 
Benningen, J. 
BNA Perf., Oct. 1980, 1, (9), 3-8 
The International Harvester Company of Canada used  

branch code holes to differentiate between the perfins used in  
each of its branches. Only its Belleville office had no code 
hole. It is demonstrated that some of the stamps ascribed to  
the Belleville office are in fact from other offices whose  
perforator has been damaged so that its code hole is missing. 
 
0857  Earliest Canadian Cover* 

BNA Perf., Oct. 1980, 1, (9), 8 
The earliest known Canadian cover is illustrated. 

Dated 17th October 1889, it carries the return address of  
W. J. Gage & Co. of Toronto. The question is posed as to  
whether an earlier cover is known or even one of the same era. 
 
0858  Corrections of, and additions to, the 1962-1965  

mimeographed perfin catalogue  
Lougee, K .Y. 
Perfins Club, U.S.A. pp.60, 1969 
An alphabetical compilation of additions and corrections  

to the 1962-65 U.S. perfins catalogue. 
 
0859  Additions and corrections to the 1962-1965 mimeographed 

perfin catalogue 
Lougee, K.F. 
Perfins Club, 1969-74, pp.38 
A compilation of the additions and corrections pages  

issued by the Perfins Club between January 1969 and June 1974.  
This compilation is a continuation of 0858. 
 
0860  Question 12: CI perfins 

Bull. Liaison, Jan. 1979, (12), 2 
Translation: S.E.P.S. TRANS. 37, pp.2 
Although 14 CI perfins are listed in the catalogue of French 

porfins, only onc of them is identified. It is postulated that  
some of them are only incomplete CL perfins and an appeal is made,  
for more information on the users of CI perfins. (Complete)  
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PERFINS ABSTRACTS     September, 1982 
 

0861  Answer No. 3: Perfinned postal stationery  
Bull. Liaison, Jan. 1979, (124), 2 
Translation: S.E.P.S. TRANS. 37, pp.1 
Two additional perfins have been reported on French  

postal stationery:- CIMA No. C-188 on ACEP No. 171 of  
Cima, Wallat, Tours. and LN No. L-183 on ACEP No. 164 of  
Nozal, Paris. (Complete) 
Note:- ACEP is a French catalogue of postal stationery (entiers 
postal) 
 
0862  Identification of perfin - toothed wheel called  

"Mulhouse Windmill" 
Bourguignon, A. 
Bull. Liaison, Jan. 1979, (12), 2 
Translation: S.E.P.S. TRANS. 37, pp.1 
A cover is shown bearing the so-called "Mulhouse Windmill"  

perfin. It bears the return address of the Banque de Mulhouse, Paris. 
 
0863  The perforating machine of the firm of Matthias Sitter  

at Colmar 
Tschaen, E. 
Bull. Liaison, Jan. 1979, (12), 3 
Translation: S.E.P.S. TRANS. 37, pp.2 
The perforator which was used from 1910 to 1954 by the 

firm of Matthias Sitter of Colmar, France is illustrated and  
described. 
 
0864  U.S. Schermack perfins* 

Stroupe Jr., V.S. 
Private corrospondcnce, 1971, pp.2 
The Schermack type III private perforations with 

perfins were known only on the 1c and 2c 1908-9 issue. Two 
postally used 3c are described and illustrated. 
 
0865  Great Britian: 3) Official stamps for the Ministry of  

Public Works 
Munk, H. 
Kohl Briefmarken Handbuch, 2nd edn., Verein der Freunde  
des Kohl - BriefmGrken Handbuchs, Berlin, Vol. 3, 1931,  
pp. 823-825 
Translation: S.E.P.S. TRANS. 68 
Prior to the introduction of the overprint O.W./OFFICIAL  

on British stamps, for the use of the Ministry of Public Works,  
the Department used perfins. Two types of Perfin were used - 
HM/OW and OW (beneath crown). Only two stamps are known  
bearing these perfins as they appear to have been in use for  
a few months only. 
 
0866  Danish perfins 

Hansen, O. 
Posth. Tidsskr., 2, (1), 156-170 & (2) 220-229  
Also published as: C. Hansen, Catalogue of Danish  
Perfins, Posthistorisk 
Tidsskrift, Hobro, Denmark, pp.25  
Translation: S.E.P.S. 30 
The earliest known Danish stamp bearing a perfin is the  

1875, 4 ore, Coat of arms. Since that time, roughly 1000 perfins  
have been used on Danish stamps. All of these perfins are shown  
in alphabetical order in this catalogue and those identities known  
are listed at the back (about 35% being identified). 

152 
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PERFINS ABSTRACTS     September, 1982 
0867  Additions to Osterjoard list 5th. part 

Engelbrecht, P. 
Perfinist, Mar. 1931, (5), 2 
Six more perfins are shown as additions to Ostergaard  

Hansens catalogue of Danish perfins. This brings the total 
number of Danish perfins to over 1000. Several of the patterns  
shown in Hansen's original catalogue have still to be confirmed  
(the source being lost upon the author's death) and these  
are also shown together with an appeal for examples. 
 
0868  Postage control (POKO) 

Engelbrecht, P. 
Perfinist, Mar. 1981, (5), 3 
Perfins from POKO machines (automatic stamp affixers) 

are known from the Netherlands, Switzerland and Germany and one  
has now been found on a Danish stamp. The stamps used have  
been cut from sheets and made into rolls by means of the 
selvedge - four examples of such joints being shown. As  
the machine affixes the stamp it perforates it (with the  
letter M in this case) at the same time. 
 
0869  Fee paid with ordinary postage stamps  

Engelbrecht, P. 
Perfinist, Mar. 1981, (5), 4 
In Denmark, special fee stamps (Gebyr maerker) were 

issued from 1923-34 to pay for late registration and other 
special services. As these stamps were discontinued, normal  
postage stamps are now used to denote the payment of the fee.  
A duplicate receipt is shown bearing a postage stamp perfinned  
S&W of Simonsen & Weel's E F T F. A/S. 
 
0870  Testing fee stamps 

Engelbrecht, P. 
Perfinist, Mar. 1981, (5), 5-6 
Two testing fee stamps bearing the perfin K.B. of the  

Kobenhauns Belyaningsveesen (Copenhagen Lighting Company).  
The fee is apparently for testing electrical installations  
and a completed form bearing two stamps is also shown. 
 
0871  Perforators with several needlesets Engulbrecht, P. 

Perfinist, Mar. 1981, (5), 7-8 
Certain Danish perfins are known to have been produced  

on multi-die machines at individual perfins exhibit minor  
differences from each other. Three Danish perfins:  
S.K. (5 dies); K.H. (10 dies) and the design of two wavy  
lines (50 dies) are shown as examples. 
 
0872  A little about protective perforations  

Lagerwall, T. 
Sven. Filat. Tidskr., Feb. 1979, (2), 101-105  
Translation: S.E.P.S. TRANS. 45 
The origin of perfins and their introduction into the  

U.K. is outlined. Details are given of the various perfin  
specialist societies and the literature that is available,  
together with suggestions of different methods of perfin 
collecting. The final section covers Swedish perfins and  
illustrates the perforator used by Svenska Pressbyran and also  
various other Swedish perfins. 
 
0873  Canada OHMS officials - album  

Wrigley, R. 

153 
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S.E.P.S. AUCTION NO. 4 (1982) 

 
 
The last auction was a record for the Society due to the quantity and  
quality of the material on offer, with some high prices being realised for  
the main collections.  Regretably some bids from abroad arrived too late 
for consideration in the auction and apologies are tendered to those members 
concerned who may think the auctioneer overlooked them. 
 
This auction sees further selections from the K. Rymer-Young and Bowman 
Collections, with the star lots being an unrepeatable study collection of  
1d red plate numbers.  Pressure of work, family holidays, and the need to  
get another auction in this year means that the lots are not classified, so 
I’m afraid members will have to read through the lot to find their 
specialities!! Normality will hopefully return with the next auction (early 
1983) and members are invited to send lots for consideration whenever 
convenient. Descriptions and clear reserves would be appreciated if possible. 
 
Closing date for this auction is 30th January 1983 and overseas members are 
advised to bid by airmai1. 
 
Please submit bids in writing to:- 
 

PETER DAY 
HON. AUCTIONEER  
P.O. BOX 29  
BOGNOR REGIS 
WEST SUSSEX PO21 5UH U.K. 

 
 
Key to abbreviations:- 
 

Comm      Commemoratives     Pl.No.    Plate Number 
Diff      Different       *      Qty, of damaged items 
PC       Postcard        Pmk     Postmark 
PPC      Picture Postcard    Qty     Quantity 
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Lot NO        Description             Qty   Reserve 
1  GB - box (approx 9" x 6" x 5") Literally crammed 

with an unsorted accumulation of covers and pieces,  
most with identities, and all perfinned. Most are 
KG VI although KG V and early QE II are noted. Includes 
PPC's, registered and pictorial items.         100's   £10 

2  GB collection housed in 8 spiral binders, consisting 
of dies from A to GW/&S mounted on cards and then placed  
in the binders two to a page. The majority of the  
stamps are Q. Victoria and the condition is mainly  
very good. An opportunity to acquire a study coll.  
which was never completed beyond Vol. 8. At a guess  
there are at least 500 difft, dies and probably 
1000 - 1500 stamps.                  1000++   £25 

3  GB collection, dies 'H' to 'M & S/N' mounted on 
filing cards, each die illustrated and some writing  
up. Forms a continuation of the 8 Vols, from A to  
GW/&S but were nevor mounted in albums. Mostly early 
material,                      few 100's £10 

4  GB Collection attractively mounted and written up in 
an 'FG - KENT' Album with illustrations of perfins dies  
etc. Consists of QV and KE VII mounted in date order  
of stamp issue with copious line engraved incl, nearly  
200 x 1d reds from plates 101 - 223, 2d blues, etc. 
A vast range of surface printed with many superb copies  
values to 10/-, and most plates represented. KE VII  
values appear complete to 5/-. The collection was  
obviously carefully selected as a philatelic 'showpiece'  
and_is extremely attractive in its own right.  
The catalogue values as stamps would be enormous, 
A gem of a collection seldom seen,           677    £50 

5   QE II - box measuring 5" x 9" x 9½" literally crammed 
full with QEII Wildings and Machins on and off paper  
- unsorted. Requires buyer with sense of humour and 
large bath of water!.'               Many 1000's £10 

6  GB covers, pieces etc. Box measuring 11" x 11" x 6"  
literally crammed with an unsorted accumulation,  
mainly covers from QV to QE II but bulk QEII & KGVI. 
Includus packets of stamps etc. A lot for the 
winter evenings. Unrepeatable.            Many 1000's £20 

7  GB perfins off paper sorted into packets from A-Z, 
mainly pre - QEII. An ideal basis for expansion with 
all the work done for you. Very good lot.      Many 100's  £20 

8  GB 1924 British Empire Exhibition. 5 different dies 
on 1d issue and 12 different dies on l½d issue. 
Attractively mounted and illustrated on two album 
leaves. Few minor faults.               17     £5 

9  GB. Commemoratives Issues from 1935 to 1966 
attractively written up and illustrated on album leaves. 
Silver Jubilecs comprise 43 different dies, 
1937 Coronation 34 different dies, etc. 
1940 Centenary 35 different dies, etc. etc. 
Difficult to acquire in such quantity or quality.    164    £6 

10  GB KG VI - an attractively illustrated and written 
up collection depicting the SLOPER'S PROVISIONAL 
dies with the dies mounted from AM – WT/A. 
A very interesting lot from this fascinating wartime 
period of perfin production,             124    £3 
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Lot No       Description              Qty   Reserve 
 
11 GB. A unique collection of perfins on stamps  

with sideways watermaks from 1924-26 KG V set  
to 1950-51 KG VI sets, All dies are illustrated  
and the whole attractively mounted on album sheets. 
Must be unique.                    148    £10 

12  GB. KG VI high values attractlively written up on  
album leaves with values to £1. Comprises 32 diff.  
dies on the 1939-48 set, 20 diff. dies on the 1951  
set, Also included are some 1955 QEII 10/- 
(incl, strip of 4 PL/Lo, Very attractive lot.      62     £10 

13  DESIGNS AND FANCY DIES attractively illustrated and 
written up on album leaves from QV 1d reds to QE II.  
Many of the scarcer tynes noted, some in qty. 
44 different dies ltogether,             89     £15 

14 Shipping Companies - eleven album Pages with dies  
from 6 different companies attractively mounted,  
incl, 8 covers, Stamps from QV to date. 
Nice collection.                   55     £4 

15  Petroleum Companies: Small but attractively mounted 
collection depicting dies fron Anglo-American Oil Co.,  
Esso, Asiatic Petroleum Co. and Anglo-Saxon petroleum 
Co, including 2 covers.                26     £1 

16  GB. A unique collection mounted and illustrated on 
leaves of perfins on the 1929 POSTAL UNION CONGRESS 
stamps (½d to 2½d). Comprises ½d with 17 different 
dies; 1d with 17 different dies; 1½d with 43 different 
dies and 2½d with 6 different dies. Must be rare.    86     £20 

17 GB. 1925 British Empire Exhibition. Penny value perfin  
W & S plus 3 different dies on the 1½d value. 
Written up on album leaf.               4     £2 

18 LITERATURE: "NEW ZEALAND STAMPS WITH PERFORATED INITIALS"  
by R.D. SAMUEL published 1968, As new. 
A mine of information.                1     £2 

19  LITERATURE: CANADIAN STAMPS WITH PERFORATED INITIALS - 
handbook number 5(2nd_ Edn,) of the British North  
America Philatelic Society. Superb illustrated 
refn, work,                     1     £1 

20 LITERATURE: LES TIMBRES FRANCAIS PERFORES by Col Lebland.  
Well illustrated listing of French pcrfins, 
Text in French.                    1     £1 

21  LITERATURE: Checklist and Catalogue of Canadian Postage 
Stamps perforated and overprinted. OHMS and ‘G’, by  
Roy Wrigley 3rd Edition 1966. Well illustrated and 
concise handbook.                   1     £1 

22  LITERATURE 'BRITISH STAMPS PERFORATED WITH FIRMS 
INITIALS' by Hugh Vallancey. This is a photocopy of  
the original 1933 Edition (Review Copy) and bears many 
manuscript notes and additions. Interesting item.    1     50p 

23  LITERATURE "NEW ZEALAND STAMPS WITH PERFORATED INITIALS" 
  by R.D. SAMUEL.  The standard refn. Work – well illustrated 
                            1     £1 
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Lot NO       Description               Qty  Reserve 
24  GB Line Engraved perfins - an album page with beautiful  

copperplate write-up bearing ld_ reds from early plates  
with perfins. Comprises TRAVERS on P1.97, and then 
perfins on plates 101 (x3), 102, 105 (x2), 107 (x3),  
109 and 110. A unique assemblage, plates before 110 
being very scarce with perfins and p1,97 nearly a record. 12(*3)  £15 

25  LITERATURE: "THE HANDBOOK OF BRITISH PERFINS" by John S. Nelson 
Out of print work on perfin history.           1    £3 

26  LITERATURE: BRITISH STAMPS PERFORATED WITH FIRM 
INITIALS by F. Hugh Vallancey 2nd edition (1948) 
Good copy of this rare work, staples rusty.        1    £4 

27  LITERATURE_"Catalogue of Illustrations of British Perfins" 
by V.J. and M. VAN LINT published 1959. Original copy 
housed in a spring-back album.              1    £3 

28  GB mixture: a11 reigns, on and off paper, some with 
identities; strength in QEII but better early noted. 
Approx, 5% damaged,                   100   20p 

29  KE VII 5d block of 9 used (with parcel cancel) perfin 
AWG/Ld. A few missing/split perfs, but an unusual block. 9    15p 

30  QE II 2d wilding block of 12 used (Liverpool C.D.S.) 
perfin  "C"                       1     10p 

31  Railway: QV ½d vermilion perfin 'GC' of Great Central 
Railway.                        1    30p 

32  Railway: QV 1d lilac perfin GER. (Cat. No. 161.3).    1    30p 
33  Railway: Similar lot but 2 pulled perfs.         1    30p 
34  Railway: QV 1d lilac perfin GWR. (Cat. No. 561.4a)    1    20p 
35  Railway: QV 1d lilac (some toning) and ½d vermilion 

perfin GWR. (Cat. No. 561.4a).              2    40p  
36  Railway: QV 1d lilac perfin LS/WR (Cat. No. 518.1a) 

Usual strike with not too neat holes,          1    30p 
37  Railway: QV 1d lilac, as last but better punches.     1    30p 
38  Railway: QV ½d vermilion perfin SE/CD/BA.        1     30p 
39  Railway: QV ½d vermilion pair perfin SE/CD/BA. with almost 

complete LONDON S.E, Sq.. Circle Pmk.          2    60p 
40  Railway: KE VII 3 different stamps all perfin GWR 

(cat no. 561.7a). Some rust spots on one stamp.      3    35p 
41  Railway: QV 1d lilac perfin SE/CD/BA.          1    30p 
42  Railway: As last lot.                  1    30p 
43  GB Mixture 9 all different patterns pre-QEII incl. 

96 x QV dies, A few damaged noted,            695   £6 
44  Railways: QV to date, all different dies.        18 (*3)  £1.20 
45  FULL NAMES -a11 different dies.             30     £1.50 
46  QE II mixture off paper -- all different dies       520   £4 
47  QE II OVERPRINTS - much dupn,              150   50p 
48  AUSTRALIA: $1 'Magpie' issue in used block of 6, pefin VG. 

Attractive and lightly cancelled.             6     25p  
49  Foreign and Commonwealth mixture off paper,        75    50p 
50  USA - off paper with dupn.               99    35P 
51  AUSTRALIA: 500 official perfins off paper, MXO condition, 

much dupn.                       500   £2 
52  AUSTRALIA: 500 official porfins on paper, MXO, condition, 

much dupn. 
53  QV Surface Printed, sound copies but all have some degree 

of toning. 6d pl.13 (SG146) J.C/&S, 1½d (SG 167) R & S/L,  
3d (SG191 ) D + F, 6d (SG 194) D.B and 1/- green (SG 211) 
C/S.S.Co.                       5    75p 
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Lot No     Description                 Qty  Reserve 
54 KE VII 5/- purfin I.H.S/&Co. Light Reg, pink,       1    £1.50 

fresh colour, 2_ pulled perfs. 
55  KE VII 2/6 yerfin BB. Fresh colour but heavy Central 

London/FS6 double arc C.D.S.              1    £1 
56  GB mixtures 212 different dies, mainly Machin but includes 

2 x KGV, 6 x KGVI and 45 x Wildings. Some slight damage.  615(*41) £1.25 
57  Foreign and Commonwealth: Mixture off paper including 

some interesting Australia, etc. All Difft.       99(*18)  50P 
58  GB. Approx 842 Machins off paper. Unchecked but obviously 

dupn.                         848   £1.25 
59  GB. Approx. 1025 Wildings off paper plus a few earlier  

reigns. Good range of values. Unchecked.         1025   £2 
60  LITERATURE: 'The Perfins of Great Britain - 

A Catalogue Album' by McKee & Tomkins, pubd. H. Tilles. 
Housed in 25 x p1astic binders with titled card covers,  1    £22 

61  LITERATURE: The Railway Perfins of G.B. by R. Bowman. 
SEPS publication as new.                1    £1 

 
LOTS 62 TO 90 ARE ALL COVERS WITH FULL IDENTITIES 
 

62  QV ½d Vermilion perfin OZO of OZOKERIT CANDLES on cover. 1    £1 
63  QV ld plate jorfin L/W + Co of LUMB WANKEYN & CO on 

mourning cover. (1873)                 1    £1 
64  QV 2d blue pl.14 on cover perfin BV&Co of BOLCKOW VAUGHAN &  CO 1  £2 
65  QV id pl, no. 12 on covor porfin DO.O, of D.L. Owens. 

Bute Docks Duplex cancel.                1     £l 
66  QV 1d plate no, on cover Derfin COX of COX & Co.     1    £1 
67  KGV ½d green perfin TC/&S on cover of THOMAS COOK & SON  1     50p 
68 _ KGV ½d green perfin BP/M on AWrtising PC of 

BIRMINGHAM POST                     1     50p 
69  KGVI 1d perfin SM of S. MAW, SON & SONS LIMITED, BARNET. 1     50p 
70  KEVII 2½d blue perfin AG/&Co/L on cover of A.GAGNIERE & Co. 1    50p 
71  QV 1d vermilion perfin S & C of STEINHART & Co of Birmingham 

on PC.                         1    £1 
72  QV 1d lilac perfin GLF an cover of General Life & Fire 

Insurance Co.                     1     50p 
73  QV 1d lilac forfin I.H.S./&Co on cover of 

I HENRY SCHRODER & Co.                  1    £1 
74  KGV ½d perfin S & S on advertising PPC for SUTTON & SONS 

of Reading.                      1     50p 
75  QV 1d lilac perfin GWR on cover from Great Western Railway  

Registration Office.                  1    £1 
76  KE VII ½d perfin T&/WF on PPC showing factory of 

T & W FARMILOE LIMITED.                 1    £1 
77 QV ld plate number perfin SDB/&S/M on cover of S.D. BLES  

& SONS of Manchester.                  1    £2 
78  KG V ½d parfin E.W./& S on advertising PPC for WEBB & SONS 

the seed firm.                     1    £1 
79  QV 1d lilac (creased) on cover perfin GR&Co of 

GREGORY ROWCLIFFE & CO.                 1     50P 
80  KG VI ½d pair perfin on advertising envelope of 

WESTERN MAIL, CARDIFF                  1     50p 
81  KG V ld perfin RB/Co on cover of ROSING BROS & CO., LONDON. 1   £l 
82  KGV 2½d an cover perfin CB/B of CADBURY-FRY.       1     50p 
83  QV 1d lilac Yerfin AB/G of ARROL BROS./GLASGOW      1    £1 
84  KGV 1d perfin TB/C on cover of TIMES BOOK CLUB      1    £l 
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Lot No       Description               Qty  Reserve 
85  QV 1d lilac perfin C/SSCo on cover of 

CUNARD STEAM_SHIP COMPANY.               1    £l 
86  KE VII 1d perfin TGL on large advertising cover of  

THE GENTLEWOMAN MAGAZINE                1    50p 
87  KE VII  ½d perfin TGL on large advertising cover of 

THE GENTLEWOMAN MAGAZINE                1    50p 
88  KG VI 2½d perfin WU on advertising envelope of 

WESTERN UNION CABLEGRAMS                1    50p 
89  KG VI 1½d perfin GWR on cover of GREAT_WESTERN RAILWAY   1     50p  
90  QV 1d plate number perfin MBW (unused) on cover of 

METROPILITAB BOARD OF WORK'S.              1    £1 
91  STATIONARY OFFICE PERFINS: A collection of 'S crown O' 

dies, all stamps different ranging from KG V to 1/- 
and KG VI to 5/-, incl, a KG V 3d on piece with 
registered prick + S.O. cachet.             40(*6)  £2 

92  STATIONARY OFFICE PERFINS: A collection of HM/SO dies  
all stamps different, ranging from KG VI to 10/- and 
QE II to 5/-.                     27(*1)  £1 

93  LITERATURE PERFIN ABSTRACTS, S.E.P.S. publication, 
complete to September 1980 in binder.          1    50p 

94  LITERATURE : CATALOGUE OF OFFICIAL PERFINS by 
Mary Thornton, S.E.P.S, publication, All world.      1    £1 

95  Official Perfin HM/F/QF on piece, 4 copies, incl. 
a pair of KG VI 1d perfined HM/F/QF. _Rare items.     4    £1 

96  Officials: KG V, 1d. pair perfined HM/F/QF with variety 
broken 'H'. Slight crease on one stamp but rare.     2    50p 

97  OFFICIALS: HM/F 3 copies of KG V 1d on piece with 
pricks of GRETNA & CARLISLE. Rare perfin.        3    £1 

98  OFFICIALS: perfins on KG V 1d and ½d of Admiralty 
Transport Dept. (A/TD), Rare.              2    50p 

99  QV 1d lilac perfin GR+Co, on entire with identity of 
Gregory Rowcliffe & Co.                 1    50p 

100 QV. Jubilee l½d or entire perfin R/&Co. with identity.   1    50p 
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NEW IDENTITIES RECEIVED.  
 

From Mr R.J. McKee 
116   G.G/W.W.  10,9/15,15   5½     Glasgow Corpn Water  

Works. 
35.4  IC/&Co   7,8/12,8,6  5½/4½ IIIa  Ind Coope & Co Ltd, 

Burton on Trent. 
126.3  KLd    14,7,7    12½,5½,3½  Kodak Ltd. 
529.3  JM/&Co   7,15/16,8,4  5  II   Eastleigh Mines Ltd, 

London EC. 
8    P.A.   10,10     6½     Pirie Appleton & Co Ltd  

Aberdeen. 
1.38  S     23      13     Swan Hunter & Wigham  

Richardson Ltd.  
Wallsend on Tyne. 

459A  TT/&/S   7,7/13/11   5½  III   The Thos Turnbull & Sons  
Shipping Co Ltd, 
Whitby 
 

From Mr P. Day 
14A   RA/M   12,10/15   4      Royal Academy of Music  
 

From Mr A. E. Smith. 
27.1  I.C    5,8      5½     Innes Chambers & Co, 

Hawick, Scotland. 
10.1  S&A    10,14,10   4      Sota & Aznar. London EC 
 

From. Dr. R. Powell. 
129.2a CC/&Co   8,8/12,8,16  4½ Ia   Copestake Crampton & Co 

London. 
340   C/ /HC   10/14/10,9   4/3½/3½   Copestake Hughes & 

Crampton. London. 
307   CBA    8,11,10    5½    Ø Cane Hill Asylum,  

Coulsdon, Surrey. 
843A  J.W/&Co.  8,16/12,8,6  6 IIIa   James Watson & Co, 

Dundee, 
 
Confirmation. 
453.2  WJB/&Co  14,7,14/14,8,4 5 III   W.J.Bush & Co Ltd. 

 


